
Light for
workplace well-being



We evolved to spend hours outside every day,
going to sleep after sunset and waking with
the sunrise. Now, many of us wake early and
work in rooms with little natural light. A winter

commute can mean we see only
two hours of daylight. Compared 
to the past, we’re staying up late
surrounded by light and our
working days are gloomy; that’s
not good for your sta! or your
organisation.

Boosting daytime light exposure
can benefit both. Dull winter days are known
to trigger seasonal a!ective disorder (SAD)
which can be reversed by sitting in front of a
bright light. 

As well as easing some types of depression (of
131 million sick days, mental health issues
accounted for 15 million) light improves mood
and social interactions, even in healthy
people. In bright environments we’re more
alert, complete visual tasks better and make
fewer mistakes.

Bright light (at least 2000lux) is also the key to
keeping our internal clock on track, telling our
brain and body to be alert during the day and
ready for sleep at night. Better sleep not only
means sta! will be fully functional at work;
because it boosts the immune system, they’re
less likely to pick up colds and bugs, the main
reason (30%) people took a sick day.   
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Musculoskeletal Conditions  (back and neck problems)

131 million days 
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Minor Illnesses (coughs and colds)
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Stress/Anxiety/Depression

52 million

Other

6 million

Prefer not to 
state a reason

Are your sta! 
totally switched on? The benefits

of bright light at work

Positive
mood
O!ce workers exposed to
bright light reported improved
vitality and reduced depressive
symptoms; another study
found less quarrelsome and
more agreeable behaviour.

Helps beat
winter blues
Bright light at work lowered
depression ratings in people
with winter blues and improved
their mood, energy, alertness
and productivity scores.

Boosts
alertness
Even 1,000lux for an hour left
o!ce workers feeling more
awake, more energetic and
with faster reaction times. 
All Lumie lights provide at
least 2,000lux at a practical
distance for working.

Increases
productivity
Again and again, reports show
that good lighting makes sta"
more productive; a study in a
Sacramento call-centre found
that workers with a window
view processed calls 6-12%
faster than those without.

Better 
sleep
Blue-enriched white light is
particularly bene#cial; along
with improved performance
and concentration at work,
participants slept better at
night and felt less tired during
the day.

By introducing Lumie lights into the
workplace, sta! will feel brighter
during the day and sleep better at
night, staying focused, alert and
productive at work all year round.



Brightspark
• Slim design with

aluminium finish
• Excellent light for

reading
• Provides 10,000lux 

at 20cm
• Typically 

45-90 minutes use
• 2 x 24W daylight bulbs

Zest
• Variable light intensity

with timer
• Small and portable
• Doubles as a 

wake-up light
• Provides 10,000lux 

at 25cm
• Typically 30 minutes use  
• 60 blue-enriched 

white LEDs

Desklamp
• Excellent task light 

with flexible neck
• Variable light intensity

plus removable di!user
• Provides 10,000lux 

at 22cm
• Typically 30 minutes use

(without di!user) 
• 96 blue-enriched 

white LEDs

While spending at least 45 minutes a day
outside would be the best solution, the British
weather and work commitments mean this
isn’t usually possible. For sta! who aren’t lucky

enough to sit next to a large
window, Lumie o!ers a range of
lights that provide a safe and
e!ective way to get the extra
bright light you need.

Brightspark, Desklamp 
and Zest are particularly well-
suited to the workplace. These all

provide at least 2,000lux at arms length at your
desk and won’t take up much room. 

Switch them on for 30 minutes to feel more
alert, energised and positive; they’re just the
thing to recharge your batteries and help you
crack on with your to-do list.

Turning a communal area into a bright light
zone is another way of increasing light
exposure amongst sta!. Several lights
positioned in a library or meeting room can
work just as well or you could introduce some
Lumie lights into the cafeteria and allow sta!
to  enjoy a truly ‘light lunch’. 

Bright ideas
from Lumie



Lumie,
the light therapy specialist
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   Cambridge-based Lumie focuses solely on light therapy. We’re
Europe’s leader in this specialist area of health and well-being and
your organisation benefits from our 20-plus years of scientific
expertise, product innovation and consumer feedback.

• We have strong links within the light therapy research
community and our products are designed based on
published scientific research.

• The distance and lux level (the standard measure of
brightness) specifications for our lights have all been
independently verified.

• All products are fully certified to the Medical Devices
Directive 93/42EEC.

• Lumie launched the very first wake-up light – what is now our highly
successful Bodyclock range – in 1993. “Using the Lumie lights has definitely

increased productivity, focus and energy
throughout the day... An excellent and
innovative idea.” 
Occupational Health Advisor, Metropolitan Police



Lumie
3 The Links, Trafalgar Way, 
Bar Hill, Cambridge CB23 8UD

Lumie.Light.Therapy
@Lumie_lights

Lumie is a registered trademark of Outside In (Cambridge) Limited 
incorporated in England & Wales. 
Registered number 2647359. VAT No: GB 880 9837 71.
WW1504

Get in touch to arrange a 30-day trial and see for
yourself how Lumie lights can reduce sick days,
boost performance and wake up your workforce: 
sales@lumie.com
+44 (0)1954 780500
www.lumie.com

 Get switched on 
“Seven years of using a Lumie Brightspark
and I can tell you they work! Genuinely,
when you’re a growing business you really
can’t a!ord to have down    days - so much so
we provide them to any sta! member who
wants one. It’s made an absolute positive
di!erence to me and my business.”
Brad Burton, MD, 4Networking 
and UK’s #1 Motivational Business Speaker


